We discuss a solution of the Einstein equations, obtained by gluing the external Kerr metric and the internal Weyl metric, describing an axisymmetric static vacuum distorted black hole. These metrics are glued at the null surfaces representing their horizons. For this purpose we use the formalism of massive thin null shells. The corresponding solution is called a "hybrid" black hole. The massive null shell has an angular momentum which is the origin of the rotation of the external Kerr spacetime. At the same time, the shell distorts the geometry inside the horizon. The inner geometry of the "hybrid" black hole coincides with the geometry of the interior of a non-rotating Weyl-distorted black hole. Properties of the "hybrid" black holes are briefly discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we present a solution of the Einstein equations for what we call a "hybrid" black hole. This solution is obtained by proper gluing of the external Kerr metric and the internal Weyl metric. These metrics are glued along the joint horizon surface, where a lightlike thin massive shell is located. The Weyl metric describes an interior of a non-rotating black hole distorted by the presence of the shell. At the same time the shell has an angular momentum which is the origin of the 'dragging into the rotation' of the external spacetime, described the Kerr metric. The event horizon is a special null limit of rigidly rotating ZAMO surfaces in the Kerr geometry, that were discussed in the recent paper by the authors [1] .
To glue the Kerr and Weyl metrics along a common horizon we used a general approach by Barrabes and Israel presented in their remarkable paper [2] . We shall describe this formalism adopted to our problem later. Here we just make a few remarks which might be useful for better understanding of this approach. We consider two different regions, one located outside the horizon and the other inside it, as two distinct spacetime manifolds M − and M + . We call them Kerr and Weyl domains, respectively. Their metrics are g − µν and g + µν , (µ, ν = 0, 1, 2, 3), and we denote the independent coordinates in these domains by x µ − and x µ + . The manifolds M − and M + have boundaries Σ − and Σ + , respectively. They are null surfaces with respect to the corresponding metrics in the domains. We obtain a single spacetime manifold M = M − ∪ M + by gluing M − and M + along their boundaries, that is by making the natural identification Σ − = Σ + = Σ. The Kerr (Weyl) domain M − (M + ) lies to the past (future) with respect to the common horizon Σ. Denote by y a , a = 1, 2, 3, the internal * vfrolov@ualberta.ca † frolov@sfu.ca coordinates on Σ. The induced metrics on Σ ± ,
must be isometric. We denote this metric on Σ by h ab .
Because the surface Σ of the joint horizon is null, the three-metric h ab is degenerate. The vector n of the normal to Σ is null, and hence it is tangent to the horizon, so that h ab n a n b = 0. Integral lines of this vector field are null geodesics which are the generators of Σ. In a general case, there exists an ambiguity in the choice of the parametrization of these lines, so that when one glues Σ + and Σ − one must guarantee that these parametrizations are chosen to be the same. There exist a pair of commuting Killing vectors in each of the domains, and a special linear combinations of them, with constant coefficients, are null on Σ ± . In this paper we use what is called "static" soldering, defined by identification of the corresponding advanced time coordinates over Σ − and Σ + . For this choice of the soldering the parameters of the null shell at the horizon are time independent (for more details, see [2] ).
The metric g µν is continuous at the horizon in properly chosen coordinates. However, it derivatives have jumps. The formalism developed in [2] allows one to relate these jumps to a specially chosen massive thin null shell. In this paper we demonstrate that the external (Kerr) metric can be glued with the internal (Weyl) metric along the common event horizon and calculate the parameters of the corresponding null shell.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sections II and III we study the near horizon geometry in the Kerr and Weyl domains, respectively. In Section IV we describe the procedure of gluing these metrics along the horizon and calculate the parameters of the massive null shell spread over the horizon. Section V contains discussion of the obtained results and their possible generalizations.
We use units in which G = c = 1 and the sign convention adopted in the book [3] .
II. KERR DOMAIN A. Kerr metric
The Kerr solution depends on two arbitrary constants, mass M and a rotation parameter a = J/M ≤ M , where J is the angular momentum of the rotating black hole. The metric ds 2 − in the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates (t, r, θ, φ) is (see e.g., [3, 4] )
The coordinate t takes values in the interval (−∞, ∞), and φ is a periodic coordinate with the period 2π. The (commuting) Killing vectors for the metric (2) are
These vectors are uniquely specified by the following properties: (i) ξ t is timelike and normalized to one at the infinity, and (ii) the integral lines of ξ φ are closed circles. The Kerr metric is also invariant under the reflections (t, φ) → (−t, −φ) , and θ → π − θ .
For a < 1 the equation ∆ = 0 has two roofs
The larger one, r + , determines a position of the event horizon. The angular velocity of the horizon is
A linear combination of the Killing vectors (which itself is a Killing vector)
is a null generator of the event horizon.
B. Horizon metric
The Boyer-Lindquist coordinates become singular at the horizon. Because we are interested in a near horizon geometry it is convenient to introduce so called Kerr ingoing coordinates that are regular at the (future) event horizon. For this purpose we make the following coordinate transformation
The Kerr metric in these coordinates (v, r, θ,φ) takes the form
The metric on the horizon can be obtained from (14) if we impose a constraint r = r + . This metric is
where
It is convenient to introduce coordinates which is corotating with the horizon by making the transformation
Then the horizon metric (17) takes the form
Here
The parameter β changes in the interval from 0 (for a non-rotating black hole) till 1 (for an extremely rotating one). From the form of the induced metric (20) it is easy to see that the horizon area is
The vector ∂ v coincides with the Killing vector η at the horizon, and v is the advanced Killing time coordinate. This Killing parametrization of the horizon generators is uniquely fixed by these conditions. It is easy to see that the metric dh 2 − is degenerate. We shall use the coordinates y a = (v, θ, ψ) on the horizon. Here and later a, b = 1, 2, 3. Let us denote y A = (θ, ψ), A, B = 2, 3. Then one has
1 Here and later we use notation H = to stress that a corresponding relation is valid only on the horizon H.
In other words, the components of the metric h ab in the null direction v vanish.
The surface gravity κ at the Killing horizon of the Killing vector field η is defined as follows
In a general case κ depends on the normalization of the Killing vector. For the Kerr spacetime this normalization is fixed by a requirement that ξ t is a unit timelike vector at the infinity. The corresponding value of the surface gravity is
C. Null tetrads in the Kerr domain
Let us consider a null tetrad (k, n, m,m) which in the (v, r, θ,φ) coordinates has components
These vectors satisfy the following orthogonality conditions
The directions of the vectors k and n coincide with the principle null directions of the Kerr metric. This tetrad is regular at the future event horizon [5] 2 . This makes it different from the Kinnersley tetrad, which is usually chosen for the separation of variable in the field equations, as well as from symmetric (Carter) null tetrad. The intetrad can be obtained from the latter by suitable "null rotations".
The value of the vectors of the in-tetrad (26) at the horizon in (v, r, θ,φ) coordinates is
It is easy to see that the vector n at the horizon coincides with Killing vector η given by (12) , which is the null generator of the horizon. 2 We change the standard notations for the real null vectors of the tetrad of the paper [5] l → n and n → k in order to achieve consistency with notations adopted in [2] .
D. Near horizon geometry
We have two coordinate systems in the vicinity of the horizon: the ingoing Kerr coordinates x µ = (v, r, θ,φ) and the co-rotating ones x µ − = (v, r, θ, ψ), where ψ is defined by (19). In the co-rotating coordinates the null vector n on the horizon has the following form
We introduce two more holonomic vectors tangent to the horizon
In the coordinates y i − = (v, θ, ψ) on the surface of the horizon one has
We need to add to this set a new vector, which is transverse to the horizon. We denote it by N . Let us notice that for the calculation of the transverse extrinsic curvature one needs only to know this vector on the horizon. The normalization conditions
uniquely determine it. Simple calculations give
Let us emphasize that the components of N are the same in both of the coordinates x µ and x µ − . A transverse extrinsic curvature K ab is defined as follows [2] 
The components of this object are invariant under the coordinate transformations in the bulk space and it transforms as a tensor under the change of the coordinates on the horizon. For the chosen holonomic basis it is symmetric,
To perform these calculations we used the program GRTensor.The calculations are performed in (v, r, θ,φ) coordinates. However, since K ab is invariant under the coordinate transformations in the bulk space, its value remains the same in the 'co-rotating' coordinate (v, r, θ, ψ). The result is
Where
Let us also notice that we use the parameter r + in the above formulas instead of the black hole mass M . It is easy to check that
III. WEYL DOMAIN
A. Metric of a static axisymmetric distorted black hole
Let us consider the inner domain, M + , located to the future of the event horizon. According to our assumption this is a metric of a static vacuum axisymmetric distorted black hole. It has two commuting and orthogonal Killing vectors ζ T and ζ ϕ . Both of them are spacelike inside the horizon. The vector ζ ϕ is singled out by the property that its integral lines are closed. The other Killing vector ζ T is uniquely defined, up to a normalization factor, by the condition that it is orthogonal to ζ ϕ . We fix its normalization later.
The Weyl metric is a static axisymmetric vacuum solution of the Einstein equations [6] . A special sub-class of these metrics, that have a regular horizon, describes distorted black holes [7, 8] . Properties of static distorted black holes were discussed, e.g., in [9] . This metric has a Killing horizon, where ζ T becomes null. It separates exterior and interior domains of the Weyl-distorted black hole. In this work we focus on the interior domain only. The properties of the interior of a distorted black hole were studied in [10] (see also [11] ).
We write the inner metric of Weyl-distorted static black hole in the form
where F = 2m ρ − 1, U = U (ρ, ϑ) and V = V (ρ, ϑ). When U = V = 0 the metric (40) reduces to the Schwarzschild one for the interior of a non-distorted black hole. The metric (40) is invariant under the following transformation
In the general case the functions U and V can be found by solving the Einstein equations. The potential U obeys a simple linear equation, that follows from R T T = 0 (see, e.g., [10] 
where α k are constants and
Here P k (. . .) are Legendre polynomials. The quantities R/m and (ρ − m)/R are invariant under the transformation (41). In the black hole interior R 2 can become null and negative. However, the combination of the power of R and the Legendre polynomial P k , that enters the series (40), remains finite and well defined. One can include in the expansion (42) an extra term, corresponding to k = 0. But it is a constant. We fix an ambiguity (41) putting this term equal to zero.
After the solution for U is given, the function V can be found by integrating the expressions, that are quadratic in partial derivatives of U . An elegant form of a solution for V was derived in [12] . Following this work we present V in the form 3 (see also [13] )
As one can see from the metric (40), the square of the Killing vector ζ T is proportional to F and hence this vector becomes null at ρ = 2m. It is easy to show that this relation determines a position of the Killing horizons. One of the Einstein equations (R ρϑ = 0) implies that there is the following relation between the values of U and V on the horizon [9] V (2m, ϑ)
Possible conical singularities at fixed points of the Killing vector ζ ϕ are absent when
In what follows we assume that these conditions are satisfied. In particular, they imply the following restrictions on the coefficients α i
It is convenient to use the following notation
Local analysis of the Weyl solutions near a regular event horizon shows that in its vicinity U and V have the following form (for details, see [10, 11] )
Here 'dots' denote higher in powers of (1 − ρ/2m) terms. For known U 0 , the functions U i≥1 and V i≥1 , which enter (50), are defined by recursive relations. In particular, one has
Using the definition (24) for the Killing vector ζ T = ∂ T one obtains the following value of the surface gravity at the horizonκ
In what follows we shall sew the outer (Kerr) and the inner (Weyl) metric. The Killing vector η and the corresponding Killing parametrization of the horizon of the Kerr metric are uniquely defined. However, the Killing vector ζ T of the Weyl metric can differ on the horizon from η by a normalization factor λ. For this reason we define new time coordinate t + and new Killing vector ξ + as follows
The surface gravity for ξ + is
We fix the parameter λ later.
B. Regular at the future horizon coordinates
The Weyl metric (40) has a coordinate singularity on the horizon. Let us construct new coordinates, that are regular at the horizon. Using (49) we rewrite the metric (40) as follows
whereT = exp(2u 0 )T . Let us introduce ingoing null coordinate (advanced time)ṽ
One has
The dots here denote linear and higher order in (2m − ρ) terms. Relations (57) and (59) As expected, this metric is degenerate and its components inv-direction vanish. The surface area of the distorted black hole is
We shall also use another advanced time coordinatev with slightly different normalization
If one has a vector A, which has components (A T , A ρ , . . .) in (T, ρ) coordinates, then its components in (v, ρ) coordinates are (Av, A ρ , . . .), where
Let us also notice that the Killing vector ζ T in the ingoing coordinatesx µ = (v, ρ, ϑ, ϕ) takes the form ∂v.
C. Null tetrads
The sectors (T, ρ) and (ϑ, ϕ) in the Weys domain are orthogonal to each other. This implies a convenient prescription for a choice of a null tetrad. The vectors (N ,n, E 2 , E 3 ) of such a tetrad have the following contravariant components in (T, ρ, ϑ, ϕ) coordinateŝ
These vectors obey the relations
the other scalar products vanish. The signs in the definition of the null vectorsN andn are chosen so, that both of them are future directed. These vectors are chosen in the symmetric form. However they are not regular at the horizon. Regular at the horizon vectors can be obtained by a boost transformation
Using the relation
it is easy to check that the vectors
are regular at the horizon. In (v + , ρ) coordinates their values on the horizon are
The limit of the other two vectors of the null tetrad on the horizon is
2m sin ϑ .
(72)
D. Near horizon geometry
We can use the coordinatesx µ = (v, ρ, ϑ, ϕ) in the vicinity of the Weyl horizon. However, as we explained earlier, there is no guarantee that the coordinatev on the horizon coincides with the Kerr advanced time v. So we write
For the proper choice of a constant λ the advanced time v and vectors n and N are continues at the common horizon surface. We specify λ later and keep it in the formulas for a while. Thus the coordinates on the surface of the horizon Σ + are y i + = (v, ϑ, ϕ). We introduce the following holonomic basis of vectors tangent to the
One can see that vectors e ϑ and e ϕ are colinear with E 2 and E 3 and differ from them only by the normalization. A transverse extrinsic curvature K ab is defined as follows [2] 
We use the program GRTensor to calculate the components of this objects. The result is
Other components are zero. Using local expansions (50) of U and V near the horizon one obtains the following expressions for the components of K + ab on the horizon
,
IV. GLUING SOLUTIONS TOGETHER
A. Induced geometry
By comparing the induced metrics dh 2 ± on the horizon surface, given by (20) and (60), one arrives at the following conclusions:
• Coordinates ϑ and ϕ on the Weyl horizon coincide with the coordinates θ and ψ on the Kerr horizon;
• The surface areas of the both horizons are identical if
• The shapes of the both horizons are the same provided
In what follows we shall use θ and ψ as common coordinates on the joint horizon. The conditions (79) and (80) guarantee that the induced geometries on the joint horizon coincide. Using relations (44) one has at the horizon ρ = 2m
and the relation (42) takes the form
Using (80) one can write
• By comparing this relation with (81) one concludes that
• The relation (83) implies that
and hence
• If the surface gravities κ and κ + coincide one has
• The holonomic bases e i defined by (32) and (74) are identical.
Using the above relations, one can rewrite K + ab in terms of coordinates and parameters of the external Kerr solution
, K
Before considering the jump conditions for transverse extrinsic curvature let us show that the relation (80) determines the potential U everywhere in the Weyl domain. Using the Teylor decomposition of the depending on the angle θ part in the right-hand side of (82) one obtains
It is easy to check that
as it should be. We use now the obtained value for the coefficients α i and substitute them into (42). The summation in the resulting series can be performed and one obtains (see Appendix)
Let us notice that expression (90) for the potential U in the Weyl domain contains complex quantities. However, the function U is real, as it should be. One can check the obtained answer by substituting it in the equation R T T = 0. On the horizon |Z| = 1 and λ = 0, and the potential U takes the form
(95) Thus the boundary conditions are also satisfied.
C. Massive thin null shell
To satisfy the continuity of the Killing vectors at the horizon in what follows we impose the condition
and use relation (86) to fix the normalization of the advance time coordinates v. We require the continuity of v in such a chosen parametrization. Following [2] we denote by γ ab the jump of the transverse extrinsic curvature
The condition (96) implies
In order to use the formalism developed in [2] we introduce an object g ab * obeying the equation
For the adopted choice of the null vectors n and N the metric g ac * can be chosen as the contravariant two-metric g AB , bordered by zeros. Using (98) one can write the relation (31) of [2] in the form
We put ǫ = 0 in this relation since the horizon surface is null, and put η = −1, since (n, N ) = −1. Let us denote
Then one has 8πS ab = Kn a n b + 2q (a n b) .
Here ξ ψ = ∂ ψ is the Killing vector, generating the rotations of the horizon, and A 13 is given by (37). Let us denote
Then, since g CD is continuous at the horizon, one has
The calculations give Suppose Φ(x µ ) = 0 is the equation of the shell and α is defined by the relation
then, considered as a distribution, the stress-energy tensor of the shell is [2]
We choose Φ = r + − r, so that Φ increases from M − to M − . The vectors n and Φ ,µ (in the Kerr domain) have components
The function α is negative, as it should be for the null shells (see [2] ).
V. DISCUSSIONS
In this paper we constructed a new solution of the Einstein equations, which we called a "hybrid" black hole. The corresponding metric is obtained by gluing of the external Kerr metric and the internal Weyl-distorted metric along the common horizon . To glue these metrics we used the method of the massive thin null shells [2] . The horizon surface is null, so that the metric, induced on it is degenerate. For proper gluing of these geometries one needs to identify the null geodesics at the both horizons, that are their generators, and require that the transverse two-dimensional metrics are isometric. To exclude the re-parametrization freedom, one needs to fix the parameters along the horizon generators, before the gluing. For this purpose we use the Killing parameters. Namely, we required the continuity of the advanced time coordinate v defined in the external (Kerr) and the internal (Weyl) domain. The only left ambiguity in the choice of v is connected with the ambiguity of the normalization of the corresponding Killing vector. This ambiguity is fixed in the Kerr domain by the condition that the timelike at infinity Killing vector has a unit norm their. To fix the normalization of the corresponding Killing vector in the Weyl domain we imposed the condition that the surface gravities calculated at the horizon of the Kerr and Weyl metrics are the same.
We calculated the stress-energy tensor of the massive thin null shell S ab (formula (102)). We demonstrated that it is a sum of two terms. The first one, 1 8π Kn a n b , is proportional to a 2 . It describes the null fluid, propagating along the horizon. The second one, 1 4π q (a n b) , is proportional to a and it describes a current along the horizon, carrying the angular momentum. Such a "rotating" null shell generates theangular momentum of the external (Kerr) metric. At the same time it distorts the "non-rotating" interior. The massive null shell "respects" both of the spacetime symmetries: it is stationary (time independent) and axisymmetric.
The horizon of the "hybrid" black hole is a special (null) case of a rigidly rotating ZAMO surface [1] . An interesting question is whether it is possible to construct a solution of the Einstein equations which is a junction of the Kerr and Weyl metrics, glued at a timelike surface od a rigidly rotating ZAMO surface.
